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Natural hair treatments, such as oil conditioning treatments and restorative masks, help
promote hair growth, while also stregthening and building your hair. They help you acquire
thicker, longer and healthier hair. A couple ways to perform these treatments are below.

OIL CONDITIONING INGREDIENTS:

LIMIT THE SHAMPOO!

The purpose of shampoo is to wash away dirt and
product buildup, but it can also remove essential,
natural oils that keep your hair soft and healthy. To
avoid this, limit shampoo use to only when neccessary.

1/2 cup of Coconut Oil

5-10 drops of peppermint,
tea tree, or lemon essential
oils

1/2 cup of
Olive Oil

PROCESS:
2

1

3

DON’T BRUSH EXCESSIVELY!

Constant brushing can cause breakage and
damage to your hair. So, limit the amount you brush
your hair. When you do detangle your hair, start
from the bottom and work your way up. Brushing
from the scalp down brings small tangles into one
large knot and can cause lots of hair loss.

Using one of the ingredients listed above, gently
massage oil onto scalp for
five minutes. Then, run your
fingers throughout your
hair to distribute the oil.

DON’T TOWEL DRY

Wrapping your hair in a towel causes significant breakage. Hair gets caught in all the woven fibers of the
towel, damaging and breaking numerous strands of
hair. If doing this is essential to your daily hair routine,
only use soft microfiber hair towels.

Thoroughly shampoo,
condition and rinse your
hair to remove all traces
of oil.

MILK

Honey

2 tablespoons
of plain yogurt

1 egg

1 tablespoon
of honey

PROCESS:

Your hair is mostly composted of protein. So, to stimulate hair growth, you should
consume foods and drinks that are packed with protein, such as...

FISH

Let the oil sit in your hair
for at least 45 minutes.

HAIR MASK INGREDIENTS:

foods your hair loves
LEAN MEATS

natural hair treatments

EGGS

1
Crack the egg
into a bowl
and beat it
lightly.

2
Honey

Mix in the yogurt,
honey, and (optional) avacodo
into egg mixture.

3
Apply mixture
evenly
throughout
hair.

(optional)
1/2 of an
avacodo

4
Let the mixture sit in hair
for 30 minutes.

5
Thoroughly
shampoo hair
to rinse out
mask.

